
Reviews with Rob
Cypress Park vs Spring Woods

Having played against each other in the preseason, both teams knew what to expect coming out
the gate. Cypress Park tried to exert their dominance down low, while Spring Woods chose to
attack more from the perimeter. ℅ 2023 unsigned senior WF Sean Wells played well in the first
quarter. He flashed his athleticism to the tune of 7 points. Spring Woods would lead 15 - 5 after
the first quarter. Cypress Park found their footing in the second quarter, getting the ball to their
workhorse down low. ℅ 2023 unsigned senior P Donovan Matthews was a matchup nightmare.
He scored multiple baskets but Spring Woods continued to counter every time. ℅ 2023
unsigned senior G Dylan Nguyen made all of the hustle plays needed to win ball games. The
half ended with a score of 31 - 15.

In the second half, ℅ 2023 unsigned senior G Jaydon Nunn came alive, along with Matthews, to
pull CyPark back in the game. They opened the third quarter on a 7 - 0 run. Coach Gibson
would call a timeout and challenge his young Tigers. They definitely responded. ℅ 2026 G
Christian Gibson didn’t score as much as expected but made winning plays. Matthews, along
with ℅ 2025 G Angelo Reyes, carried the Tigers in the fourth quarter. Reyes made two big
threes in both corners to momentarily take the lead back from Spring Woods. But once again,
Nguyen was Johnny on the spot. He made basket after basket and high IQ plays to seal the
deal for Coach Gibson and his Tigers. Spring Woods would prevail 48 - 47. Nguyen would finish
with 19 points, 3 rebounds, 1 assist and 1 steal. Sean Wells finished with 13 points and 8
rebounds. Christian Gibson finished with 6 points, 9 rebounds and 2 assists. Donovan Matthews
finished with 16 points and 8 rebounds in defeat. Angelo Reyes had 9 points and 2 steals.

Dylan Nguyen
19 pts, 3 rebs, 1 asst, & 1 stl

Sean Wells
13 pts & 8 rebs

Christian Gibson
6 pts, 9 rebs, & 2 asst
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